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To reach for an object, we must convert its spatial location into an appropriate
motor command, merging movement direction and amplitude. In humans, it has been
suggested that this visuo-motor transformation occurs in a dorsomedial parieto-frontal
pathway, although the causal contribution of the areas constituting the “reaching circuit”
remains unknown. Here we used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in healthy
volunteers to disrupt the function of either the medial intraparietal area (mIPS) or dorsal
premotor cortex (PMd), in each hemisphere. The task consisted in performing step-
tracking movements with the right wrist towards targets located in different directions
and eccentricities; targets were either visible for the whole trial (Target-ON) or flashed for
200 ms (Target-OFF). Left and right mIPS disruption led to errors in the initial direction
of movements performed towards contralateral targets. These errors were corrected
online in the Target-ON condition but when the target was flashed for 200 ms, mIPS
TMS manifested as a larger endpoint spreading. In contrast, left PMd virtual lesions
led to higher acceleration and velocity peaks—two parameters typically used to probe
the planned movement amplitude—irrespective of the target position, hemifield and
presentation condition; in the Target-OFF condition, left PMd TMS induced overshooting
and increased the endpoint dispersion along the axis of the target direction. These results
indicate that left PMd intervenes in coding amplitude during movement preparation. The
critical TMS timings leading to errors in direction and amplitude were different, namely
160–100 ms before movement onset for mIPS and 100–40 ms for left PMd. TMS
applied over right PMd had no significant effect. These results demonstrate that, during
motor preparation, direction and amplitude of goal-directed movements are processed
by different cortical areas, at distinct timings, and according to a specific hemispheric
organization.
Keywords: action planning, prehension, goal-directed, step-tracking, sensorimotor transformation, posterior
parietal cortex, reaching, transcranial magnetic stimulation
Introduction
Visually-guided movements require sensory information about the target to be extracted and
transformed into an appropriate motor command (Crawford et al., 2011; Vesia and Crawford,
2012). In the particular instance of arm movements aimed at grabbing an object, two types of
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visual information related to object’s extrinsic and intrinsic
features need to be extracted to feed two independent
transformation processes, which lead to two separate movement
components i.e., a reaching (transport of the hand) and
a grasping (pre-shaping of the hand posture) component
(Jeannerod et al., 1995; Jeannerod, 1997). A large number
of experiments in both human and non-human primates
corroborated the view that two separate pathways, connecting
the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) to the premotor cortex,
subserve the two movement components underlying prehension,
allowing primates to interact so skillfully with their environment
(Jeannerod et al., 1995; Castiello, 2005; Culham et al., 2006).
According to this classical view, the reaching component
is subserved by a dorsomedial pathway, connecting the
medial part of IPS (mIPS) and parieto-occipital junction
(POJ) to the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) and the grasping
component relies on a dorsolateral circuit connecting the
anterior intraparietal (AIP) and ventral premotor (PMv)
cortex (Jeannerod et al., 1995; Castiello, 2005; Davare et al.,
2011) although some findings challenge the view that these
two circuits process reach and grasp independently (Raos
et al., 2004; Fattori et al., 2012). A comparable organization
has been evidenced in non-human primates although
homologies between human and monkey PPC remain debated
(Mars et al., 2011; Vesia and Crawford, 2012; Andersen et al.,
2014; Turella and Lingnau, 2014).
However, the question of the causal contribution of
individual areas belonging to this ‘‘reaching pathway’’ remains
open. In humans, the technique of choice to address this
issue is transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), and like
pharmacological inactivation in monkeys, this approach has the
advantage of having a relatively good spatial resolution and
of precluding long-term compensation, which might hamper
the conclusions of clinical studies. Additionally, TMS offers
the unique possibility of establishing the time course of the
contribution of the studied area to the task at hand, a
piece of information normally unavailable from functional
imaging studies (but see Gallivan et al., 2011a,b). We have
already used TMS to investigate the grasping circuit in details,
deciphering both the causal role of the anterior part of the
intraparietal sulcus (aIPS) and PMv, and the time course of their
respective contribution when planning a grasping movement
(Davare et al., 2006, 2007a; Olivier et al., 2007). More recently
we applied the same approach to mIPS, one of the key
nodes of the reaching circuit, and found that, during motor
preparation, this area encodes the direction of goal-directed
movements performed towards contralateral targets (Davare
et al., 2012).
However, in addition to movement direction, planning
a reaching movement also requires specifying its amplitude.
Interestingly during the last two decades, many behavioral
studies have suggested that movement direction and amplitude
are processed separately, by showing, for instance, that the
variability and systematic biases of direction and amplitude
errors are independent (Gordon et al., 1994;Messier and Kalaska,
1997, 1999; Vindras et al., 2005). However, whereas, in both
humans and monkeys, the direction coding in the primary
motor cortex (M1), premotor areas, and the PPC has been well
documented (Caminiti et al., 1991; Georgopoulos, 1995; Kakei
et al., 1999, 2001; Eisenberg et al., 2010; Fabbri et al., 2010),
the neural correlates of amplitude coding are less clear (Riehle
and Requin, 1989; Kurata, 1993; Riehle et al., 1994; Fu et al.,
1995; Desmurget et al., 1998; Messier and Kalaska, 2000). In
monkeys, it has been shown that most cells in PMd encode both
movement direction and amplitude (Kurata, 1993), and that this
coding possibly occurs serially at a single-cell level, with direction
coding occurring first during movement preparation, followed
by amplitude coding, spreading over movement execution (Fu
et al., 1995). More recently, it has been confirmed that cells
coding only for movement amplitude are very uncommon
in monkey PMd and that most cells encode both direction
and amplitude at some points during the performance of an
instructed-delay reaching task (Messier and Kalaska, 2000).
Similarly in the parietal cortex, recent studies have also found
cells encoding amplitude when monkeys performed reaching
movements in 3D requiring different depths (Bhattacharyya
et al., 2009). Again, direction and amplitude jointly influenced
cell-spiking activity in the earlier planning stages of the reach,
while amplitude coding became stronger towards movement
execution (Hadjidimitrakis et al., 2014). In humans, sensitivity to
movement direction has been demonstrated in a large number
of cortical areas including M1, PMd and the parietal reach
region (PRR; Eisenberg et al., 2010; Fabbri et al., 2010, 2014),
with the strongest directional selectivity in the right PRR,
then decreasing in the frontal areas (Fabbri et al., 2010). In
an attempt to identify cortical areas involved in amplitude
coding, Fabbri and collaborators also investigated the sensitivity
to movement amplitude in those parietal and frontal regions
known to be tuned to movement direction (Fabbri et al.,
2012). This study demonstrated that all PPC regions showing
directional tuning for reaching movements (inferior parietal
lobule (IPL), aIPS, posterior intraparietal sulcus (pIPS) and
superior parieto-occipital cortex (SPOC)) are also sensitive to
movement amplitude, in contrast with the conclusion of a
TMS study showing no evidence for amplitude coding in mIPS
(Davare et al., 2012). In addition, the authors reported that
the frontal areas, including PMd, show only a partial transfer
from the adapted to the non-adapted amplitude, suggesting that
the amplitude might be processed differently in parietal and
frontal areas (Fabbri et al., 2012). However, these approaches
are correlative and a covariation of neural activity with the
movement direction and/or amplitude does not prove that the
area under investigation is causally involved in processing these
parameters (Messier and Kalaska, 2000).
In order to establish the causal contribution of the
dorsomedial pathway to the movement amplitude and/or
direction coding in humans, we used TMS to interfere with the
function of two of the key nodes belonging to the ‘‘reaching’’
circuit, namely mIPS and PMd, on both sides. TMS was
applied in healthy volunteers while performing goal-directed
wrist movements with a manipulandum (Hoffman and Strick,
1986) operated with the right hand. The movements were
executed towards visual targets located at different direction
and amplitude in both visual hemifields; the targets either
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remained visible for the whole movement duration (Target-ON)
or were flashed for 200 ms before movement onset (Target-
OFF). The latter condition was chosen to further validate
our conclusion concerning the causal role of mIPS in coding
movement direction, since in our previous study, movements
were performed under constant visual feedback (Davare et al.,
2012). As far as PMd is concerned, we reasoned that if,
as suggested in monkeys, this area encodes both movement
direction and amplitude, interfering with the functioning of
this area should alter these two movement parameters, possibly
at different delays during movement preparation or execution.
TMS has already been shown to allow the identification of two
different, temporally dissociated, movement parameters within
the same cortical area (Davare et al., 2007a).
Materials and Methods
Subjects
Six healthy right-handed (Oldfield, 1971) subjects (range 23–29
years) with normal, or corrected to normal, vision gave their
informed consent to participate in the present study. None
had history of neurological disease. Potential risks of adverse
reactions to TMS were evaluated by means of the TMS Adult
Safety Screen questionnaire (Keel et al., 2001). The present
experiment was approved by the local ethical committee of the
Université catholique de Louvain.
Experimental Setup
Subjects sat comfortably in front of a 19 inches computer screen
located at a distance of 60 cm. Their right forearm was fastened
midway between pronation and supination while the right hand
grasped the handle of a two-axis manipulandum (Hoffman and
Strick, 1986; Davare et al., 2007b, 2012). A potentiometer placed
on each axis of the manipulandum allowed us to measure
wrist displacements in the horizontal (flexion-extension (FE))
and vertical (radial-ulnar (RU)) planes. A yellow cursor (0.4◦
wide dot) displayed on the screen continuously indicated the
manipulandum position. Eye position was monitored by means
of an infrared camera (Thomas Recording GmbH) with a 4 ms
temporal resolution. Trials were interrupted whenever a saccade
occurred during the fixation period (frequency: 4.1± 1.2%,mean
± SD, n = 6). Those aborted trials were then replayed at the end
of the experiment until all trials had been executed correctly.
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
Single-pulse TMS was delivered through a 70 mm figure-of-
eight coil connected to a Magstim 200 stimulator (Magstim,
Whitland, UK). Before each experiment, the resting motor
threshold—defined as the intensity for which single-pulse TMS
applied over the primary motor cortex produced a wrist
movement in 50% of the cases—was estimated while the
subjects were comfortably seated with their hand relaxed on
their lap. TMS intensity was then set at 120% of the resting
motor threshold for the whole experimental session. Trials
with and without TMS were randomly intermixed during each
experimental block.
We used a neuronavigation technique (Noirhomme et al.,
2004; Zosso et al., 2006) to place the TMS coil either over mIPS
or PMd in either the left or right hemisphere, as identified in the
literature (Connolly et al., 2003; Prado et al., 2005; Davare et al.,
2012). Anatomical landmarks were used to guide coil placement:
PMd was located as the most caudal portion of the superior
frontal gyrus at the level of its intersection with the precentral
gyrus; mIPS was located over the medial portion of the IPS, near
the caudal part of the angular gyrus (see Davare et al., 2012). The
mean normalized MNI coordinates of our stimulations points
were −33, −47, 48 and 31, −45, 53 mm for left and right mIPS,
respectively, and −21, −6, 68 and 22, −7, 65 for left and right
PMd, respectively (x, y, z, n = 6) (Figure 1A).
Experimental Procedure
Each trial started with the wrist in a neutral position, a
condition fulfilled when the cursor indicating the position of
the manipulandum (yellow circle) was at the center of the
screen, indicated by a 15 mm (1.5◦ of field of view) blue
square (Figure 1B). Subjects were instructed to fixate this central
cue at the beginning of each trial. After a 700 ms delay,
the central cue was turned off, replaced by a fixation cross,
and a 15 mm red square target was randomly displayed in
one out of the 20 possible locations. There were 5 possible
target locations in each quadrant, corresponding either to a
45◦ direction and to a wrist movement amplitude of 10,
15 or 20◦, or to a fixed 15◦ movement amplitude in a 33,
45 or 57◦ direction (see Figure 1B). We also varied the
duration of visual feedback to disentangle online corrective
mechanisms from movement planning processes. Targets were
displayed either briefly, for 200 ms (Target-OFF condition)
or during the whole trial duration (Target-ON condition).
Subjects were instructed to move the cursor into the target
as rapidly and as accurately as possible. In the Target-ON
condition, subjects had to keep the cursor inside the target
for at least 700 ms to complete the trial. In the Target-OFF
condition, the end of the trial occurred when the cursor velocity
dropped below 5% of the velocity peak and remained stable
for at least 700 ms. Inter-trial interval varied randomly from
3.5 to 5 s. Throughout the trial, subjects had to maintain
eye fixation on the central cross in order to prevent any
confounding effects of TMS on eye movements, which could
have had indirect consequences on the planning of hand reaching
movements.
The experiment consisted of eight blocks of 200 trials in which
TMS was applied either over the left or right mIPS or PMd (in
separate blocks, 2 blocks each). The order of the 8 blocks was
pseudorandomly distributed across subjects. In 80% of the cases,
single pulse TMSwas delivered either at 100 or 200ms after target
presentation and, in 20% of the cases, no TMS pulse was delivered
but the coil remained in place over the current stimulation site.
Data Acquisition and Analysis
The position signal from the 2 potentiometers was digitized
(sampling rate: 1 kHz; PCI-6023E, National Instruments, Austin,
TX), and stored on a personal computer for offline analysis.
Then, these signals were low-pass filtered offline (16 Hz) with a
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Location of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) sites over
mIPS and PMd in the left and right hemispheres after normalization into the
MNI coordinate system (n = 6 for each site). The template used for rendering
the cortical surface is Colin27 and each normalized stimulation point has been
projected on the template cortical surface using the Brainsight stick tool
(Rogue research, Montreal). (B) Location of the 20 possible target locations on
the computer screen; only one target was randomly displayed during a given
trial. The central square represents the starting point. The horizontal axis is the
flexion-extension axis of the wrist, the vertical one the radial-ulnar deviation
axis. In each quadrant, there were 5 possible target locations: 3 directions (45
± 12◦) and for the target along the 45◦ axis, 3 possible eccentricities (10, 15
or 20◦). Targets were either displayed for the whole movement duration
(Target-ON condition) or flashed only for 200 ms (Target-OFF condition).
fourth order, zero-phase-lag, Butterworth filter (see Davare et al.,
2007b for details).
We measured the following movement variables: (1) the
reaction time (RT), defined as the delay between target onset
and the moment when wrist position first exceeded the mean
baseline position by 2 SD or more; (2) The movement time
(MT), defined as the delay between wrist movement onset
and the time the cursor velocity dropped below 5% of the
velocity peak and remained stable for at least 700 ms in
the Target-OFF condition or inside the target for the Target-
ON condition; (3) The displacement ratio (DR), measured
by computing the ratio between the total distance traveled
by the wrist and the distance between the start and end
point of the trajectory. DR provides a reliable estimate of
the length of movement trajectory; a DR value equal to 1
corresponds to a straight wrist displacement from the screen
center to the target (Davare et al., 2007b, 2012); (4) The
value of acceleration and velocity peaks, both known to be
linearly related to movement amplitude (Hoffman and Strick,
1986); (5, 6) The mean value and standard deviation (SD)
of the initial movement direction were computed to estimate,
respectively, the constant (DIRCE) and variable direction errors
(DIRVE). The initial movement direction was measured by
computing the direction of the velocity vector at the peak
acceleration. This parameter allowed us to determine the
direction of the movement initially planned, before any visual
feedback may take place (Prablanc and Martin, 1992; Desmurget
et al., 2005), as indicated by the early occurrence of the peak
acceleration (28.7 ± 8 ms in the present study, mean ± SD).
DIRCE was computed by taking the difference between the
initial movement direction and the direction of the target;
(7) Endpoints of step-tracking movements were only computed
for the Target-OFF condition. They were measured at the end
of the movement and segregated into endpoint constant and
variable errors (Desmurget et al., 1999). Endpoint constant
errors were computed as the Euclidean distance between the
target and endpoint locations. Endpoint variable errors were
estimated by measuring the area of the isodensity ellipsoid in
which 95% of the endpoints were located; and (8) The shape
of the isodensity ellipsoid was determined by computing the
ratio between the length of the long and short axes. In order
to group the endpoints for the 10 target locations presented in
each hemifield, endpoint coordinates were normalized to the 15◦
target amplitude and 45◦ target direction (see Figure 1B) by
rotating and scaling the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the
endpoints.
In order to determine more precisely the time course of
the effects of TMS applied over mIPS and PMd on those
different movement parameters, each trial was classified with
respect to the actual delay between TMS and movement onset
and was assigned to a 20 ms time bin (12 bins, ranging from
200 ms before movement onset to 40 ms after movement
onset). For each subject and for each bin, an averaged value
of the studied parameter was computed, provided that at
least 3 data points were available; mean values in each bin
were then averaged for all subjects (Davare et al., 2007b).
Figures 2–4 only show data for the specific time window TMS
was effective (i.e., 100–160 ms bins for mIPS and 40–100 ms bins
for PMd.
Statistical Analysis
First, we performed repeated-measure analyses of variance
(ANOVA-RM) for each TMS site separately (left mIPS, right
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Effect of mIPS and PMd TMS on the initial movement direction.
Polar plots showing the direction and amplitude of the velocity vector computed
at time of peak acceleration. X- and Y-axes are expressed in deg.s−1. For the
sake of clarity, only the 4 main target directions are illustrated. The dashed lines
represent the actual target directions and the four black dots indicate the mean
direction and amplitude (n = 6) of the velocity vector for the movements directed
to each quadrant; the gray sectors indicate ±2 SD in the control condition or
when no TMS effect was revealed. Only TMS applied over mIPS increased the
variability in the initial movement direction, and only for movements directed
towards contralateral targets, as shown in purple for left mIPS and in green for
right mIPS (averages were only computed for the specific TMS timing showing a
significant effect, namely 160–100 ms). PMd TMS had no effect on the initial
movement direction when compared to control (no TMS). (B) Time course of
the effects of left mIPS TMS on the initial movement direction (DIRVE). Data were
assigned to bins of 20 ms width (see Methods). X-axis: delay between TMS and
movement onset. Y-axis: variable error in the initial movement direction
expressed in degrees. TMS over left mIPS increased DIRVE only when applied in
a given time window during movement preparation, namely 160–100 ms before
movement onset; the gray shading area highlights data points significantly
different from control (no TMS) conditions, shown in the right-hand side of the
graph. Error bars illustrate ±1 SD. Results for right mIPS TMS were the same,
but only for left targets (not shown).
mIPS, left PMd and right PMd), with TMS DELAY (13 levels:
no-TMS and 12 bins), HEMIFIELD (ipsi- or contralateral)
and target DISPLAY conditions (Target-ON or Target-OFF)
as within-subject factors. In order to increase the number
of data points per condition and per subject when analysing
the movement variables, we pooled together all targets of
different eccentricities and directions from the same hemifield.
All movement parameters were averaged per condition within
each subject. The ANOVA-RM analyses were performed with
the SAS Enterprise Guide software, Version 5.1. (Copyright ©
2012 SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). We performed planned
comparisons, investigating selectively the relevant contrasts,
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FIGURE 3 | Effect of mIPS and PMd TMS on peak velocity.
(A) Average peak velocity values (n = 6) are shown for the 3 target
eccentricities (10, 15 and 20◦) and for mIPS (left) and PMd (right)
conditions. Values from all target directions and hemifield were
pooled together. For the mIPS and PMd TMS conditions, averages
were only computed for the specific TMS timings showing a
significant effect, namely 160–100 ms and 100–40 ms, respectively.
Only TMS applied over left PMd affected right hand movement
velocity. Similar effects were found for acceleration peak values (not
shown). (B) Time course of the effects of left PMd virtual lesions.
Data were assigned to bins of 20 ms width. X-axis: delay between
TMS triggering and movement onset. Y-axis: peak velocity. TMS
over left PMd increased velocity peak only when applied in
100–40 ms before movement onset; the gray shading area
highlights data points significantly different from control (no TMS)
condition. Error bars illustrate ±1 SD. TMS applied over right PMd
had not affect on velocity peaks of movements performed with the
right hand.
and used Tukey correction for multiple comparisons. Then,
for each movement parameter, we performed a global analysis
including data from all TMS SITES, including them as additional
factor.
We analyzed the effects of target eccentricity (10, 15
or 20◦) on the peaks of movement derivatives (velocity
and acceleration) by means of multiple linear regressions
including subjects dummy variables to take into account the
correlation between repeated measures. For this analysis, we
pooled all target directions together so as to find the global
correlation between these movement derivatives and target
eccentricity.
Results
Effects of TMS on Initial Movement Direction
TMS applied over the left or right mIPS, but not the left or
right PMd, altered MT, DR and DIRVE, in agreement with our
previous findings (Davare et al., 2012). For these parameters,
we found a significant DELAY × HEMIFIELD interaction for
both mIPS sites (all F(12,260) > 3.80, all p < 0.0001 for left mIPS
TMS; all F(12,260) > 2.20, all p < 0.012 for right mIPS TMS).
Planned comparisons of all bins against the no-TMS condition,
for each hemifield, revealed that, TMS applied over the left mIPS,
led to an increase in MT, DR and DIRVE only for movements
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FIGURE 4 | Effect of TMS on movement endpoint scattering. Movement
endpoints gathered in the OFF-target condition are shown for control (no-TMS),
left and right mIPS and left PMd TMS conditions, and both for a representative
participant (A) and for the group (B). The blue square indicates the starting
point and the purple one the normalized target location (see Methods). Note
that for mIPS and PMd TMS conditions, averages were computed only for data
gathered in the specific TMS time window, namely 160–100 ms for left and right
mIPS and 100–40 ms for left PMd. The ellipses illustrate the 95% confidence
interval of endpoint locations. The long axis of ellipses is shown to highlight the
direction of the main component of endpoint variability. The black triangles
represent DIRVE (as in Figure 2), extrapolated up to the target location (purple
square). This figure clearly illustrates the distinct effects of TMS applied over
mIPS and PMd on movement direction and amplitude, respectively. Left and
right mIPS TMS increased the endpoint scattering along a direction orthogonal
to the optimal movement path (45◦ dotted lines) for targets located in the
contralateral hemifield, reminiscent of an error in computing the appropriate
movement direction. TMS applied over the left PMd led to an overshoot and
increased the spread of endpoints along the optimal movement path to reach
the targets, irrespective of their location in the right or left hemifield; this effect is
illustrative of an inappropriate amplitude programing. (A) Representative
subject, each dot represents an individual trial. (B) Average ellipses across all
subjects (n = 6). The dot represents the center of each average ellipse.
directed towards contralateral targets (Figure 2A), and only
when TMS was delivered 160–100 ms before movement onset
(all t(260) > 3.06, all p < 0.0025; Figure 2B). Identical results
were found following right mIPS TMS: MT, DR and DIRVE
increased only for movements performed towards contralateral
targets (Figure 2A) when TMS was applied 160–100 ms before
movement onset (all t(260) > 2.54, all p < 0.012). There was no
significant main effect of DISPLAY (Target-ON vs. Target-OFF
condition) nor DELAY × DISPLAY effect on these movement
parameters (DISPLAY: all F(1,260) < 2.0, all p > 0.15; DELAY ×
DISPLAY: all F(12,260) < 1.6, all p > 0.1). Left or right PMd virtual
lesions did not affect MT, DR and DIRVE (Figure 2A), as shown
by an absence of significant main effect of DELAY or interaction
between DELAY and HEMIFIELD on these parameters (all
p > 0.2).
A global analysis including all TMS sites confirmed a
significant SITE × HEMIFIELD × DELAY interaction (F(12,520)
= 2.56, p = 0.0027), with a planned comparison confirming
that the difference between the no-TMS condition and the
160–100ms bins was significantly higher for bothmIPS sites than
for both PMd sites (t(520) = 4.03, p< 0.0001).
Effects of TMS on Movement Acceleration and
Velocity
We found that only TMS applied over left PMd affected the
acceleration and velocity peaks; TMS applied over right PMd
and over either mIPS had no effect on these parameters.
ANOVA-RM showed a significant main effect of DELAY for
the acceleration and velocity peaks only when TMS was applied
over left PMd (F(12,260) = 9.00, p < 0.001 and F(12,260) = 28.99,
p < 0.0001, respectively; Figure 3A). Planned comparisons
revealed that applying TMS over the left PMd 100–40 ms before
movement onset led to an overall increase in the acceleration and
velocity peaks (all t(260) > 3, all p< 0.0027, Figure 3B); this effect
was observed for all target locations (main effect of HEMIFIELD
and DELAY × HEMIFIELD interaction: all p > 0.2). TMS
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applied over left or right mIPS did not affect the peak of velocity
or acceleration as denoted by a lack of main effect of DELAY and
of interaction between DELAY and HEMIFIELD (all p > 0.18) on
these parameters. A global analysis on all TMS sites confirmed
a significant SITE × DELAY interaction for both velocity and
acceleration peaks (F(36,1040) > 3.29, p< 0.0001), and the planned
comparison showed that the difference between the no-TMS
condition and the bins between 100 and 40 ms was significantly
larger for left PMd than for all other stimulation sites (t(1144) = 2,
p = 0.0455). There was no main effect of DISPLAY (Target-ON
vs. Target-OFF condition) on acceleration and velocity peaks
(F(1,260) < 2.0, p > 0.16).
In the no-TMS condition, linear regressions between
acceleration or velocity peaks and target eccentricity showed the
typical relationship between the peaks of movement derivatives
andmovement amplitude (see Figure 3A; Acceleration: Intercept
= 0.83× 103, Slope = 5.32, p< 0.001; Velocity: Intercept = 105.15,
Slope = 4.304, p < 0.001). When TMS was applied over the left
PMd 100–40 ms before movement onset, the intercept of the
linear regression increased significantly (acceleration: Intercept
= 1.34 × 103, p < 0.001; velocity: Intercept = 147.28, p < 0.001,
Figure 3A), mainly due to the increased peak of movement
derivatives after left PMd virtual lesions. This effect was also
found irrespective of target location (HEMIFIELDmain effect or
SITE× HEMIFIELD interaction: all F < 1) and was comparable
for both target display conditions ( DISPLAYmain effect or SITE
× DISPLAY interaction: all F < 1). In contrast, the slope of the
regression line relationship between peak derivatives and target
eccentricity was not significantly affected (Acceleration: Slope =
5.902; Velocity: Slope = 4.523, all p > 0.05; Figure 3A).
Effects of TMS on Movement Endpoints
The Target-OFF condition allowed us to separate the effect
of TMS on movement planning from the online corrective
mechanisms (Prablanc et al., 2003). Indeed in the target-
OFF condition, hand movements started well after the target
was switched off, which prevented the hand trajectory to be
updated based on visual feedback about target location, thus
mostly relying on the initial movement plan. The endpoint
constant error increased following left PMd virtual lesions only
when TMS was delivered 100–40 ms before movement onset
(main effect of DELAY : F(12,130) = 21, p < 0.0001, planned
comparisons: all t(130) > 1.86, p < 0.0001), irrespective of target
location ( HEMIFIELD main effect and DELAY × HEMIFIELD
interaction, both F < 1.2, p > 0.3). Figure 4 shows that
following left PMd virtual lesions the step-tracking movements
systematically overshot the target whereas the endpoint constant
error was not affected by TMS applied over the right PMd nor
over left mIPS or right mIPS (not shown). A global ANOVA-RM
performed on all TMS sites showed a significant SITE× DELAY
interaction (F(36,520) = 6.84, p < 0.0001). A planned comparison
confirmed that the difference between the no-TMS condition
and the 100–40 ms bins was significantly larger for left PMd than
for the other stimulation sites (t(1144) = 4.85, p< 0.0001).
The endpoint variable error was affected when TMS was
applied over left mIPS, right mIPS (not shown) or left PMd
(all F(12,130) > 28, p < 0.0001; see Figure 4). Following left or
right mIPS TMS, the endpoint variable errors increased when
TMS was applied 160–100 ms before movement onset and for
movements directed towards contralateral targets (DELAY ×
HEMIFIELD interaction: F(12,130) > 29, both p < 0.0001, all
planned comparisons, t(130) > 10, p < 0.0001). Importantly, the
shape of the isodensity ellipsoid (ratio between the lengths of
long and short axes) was different for both left and right mIPS
TMS conditions when compared to controls (both t(5) > 5.24, all
p< 0.025). For both mIPS TMS conditions, the axis that explains
the largest endpoint variability was nearly orthogonal (85 ± 17◦,
mean± SD, n = 6) to the optimal movement direction (Figure 4).
This peculiar ellipsoid shape was found only when TMS was
delivered 160–100 ms before the onset of movements directed
towards contralateral targets (all p< 0.043).
For left PMd virtual lesions, the endpoint variable error
increased only when TMS was applied 100–40 ms before
movement onset and for movements towards all targets (F(12,130)
= 55.64, p < 0.0001; planned comparisons: all t(130) > 10, all
p < 0.0001). In contrast to results gathered for mIPS, TMS
applied over left PMd led to ellipsoid shapes that extended along
the target direction (all t(5) > 6.76, all p < 0.004), with their
long axis roughly aligned with the optimal movement path to
reach the target (Figure 4, 3 ± 12◦, mean ± SD, n = 6). Finally,
a global ANOVA-RM on endpoint variable error confirmed
a significant SITE × HEMIFIELD × DELAY effect (F(36,520)
= 17.01, p < 0.0001). We performed a planned comparison
highlighting the specific mIPS effect, comparing the no-TMS vs.
160–100ms bins difference betweenmIPS and PMd (t(520) = 3.09,
p = 0.0021) and another comparison focused on the specific effect
obtained on left PMD (no-TMS vs. 100–40 ms bins, left PMD vs.
other areas: t(520) = 10.19, p< 0.0001).
Discussion
The present study indicates that direction and amplitude coding
of goal-directed movements is performed by two distinct areas
belonging to the dorsomedial ‘‘reaching’’ pathway, with direction
being processed, first, in the posterior parietal cortex (mIPS)
and amplitude being implemented later in the premotor cortex
(PMd). In addition, we found that both mIPS are involved in
coding the direction of right hand movements when performed
in the contralateral hemifield, whereas left PMd processes the
amplitude of all right hand displacements, whatever the location
of the target, in the right or left hemifield. These results shed new
light onto the cascade of visuo-motor transformations performed
in the dorsomedial pathway of the prehension circuit.
The finding that both mIPS process the direction of goal-
directed movements performed towards contralateral targets
during movement preparation corroborates and extends our
previous study (Davare et al., 2012), by showing that, when
no visual feed-back was available during the task performance
(Target-OFF condition), the movement endpoint distribution
was biased along a direction orthogonal to the optimal
movement path, and again only for movements directed
towards contralateral targets and within a precise time window
(160–100 ms) before movement onset. In our previous study,
a series of control studies allowed us to conclude that the
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effect of mIPS TMS on movement direction could not be
explained by an incorrect target spatial representation but
was due to an inaccurate computation of the reach ‘‘motor’’
vector, or more precisely of the direction of this vector
since our previous, and current, results have failed to reveal
any evidence that mIPS is involved in coding the norm
(i.e., amplitude) of this movement vector (Davare et al.,
2012). Importantly, because we were able to demonstrate
a deficit in coding the movement amplitude when TMS
was applied over PMd (see below), the negative results we
obtained following mIPS TMS do not results from a lack of
accuracy or sensitivity of the measurements and/or analyses we
performed.
As previously mentioned in the Introduction, the
contribution of the PPC to movement direction coding has
already been suggested in humans, in particular by using fMRI
adaptation protocols (Fabbri et al., 2010). In this study, the
same movement was repeated several times in one particular
direction, followed by a test trial consisting of a movement
executed in a different direction. The rationale of this approach
is that, if the investigated area contains a directionally tuned
cell population, its activation during the test trial should be
proportional to the angular difference between the adapted and
tested directions (Fabbri et al., 2010). Such an approach has
allowed the authors to identify an extensive network of cortical
areas sensitive to the direction of reaching movements, namely
bilateral PMd, mIPS, aIPS and PRR (Fabbri et al., 2010), but also
SMA and anterior precuneus (Fabbri et al., 2012); additionally,
an interaction between reach direction and grip type has been
found in a large number of areas belonging to the dorsolateral
‘‘grasping’’ circuit, including PMv (Fabbri et al., 2014). The
large number of areas that this technique has revealed as being
directionally sensitive, together with the fact that eye movements
and/or attention allocation might have influenced these results,
raises the issue of the causal role of all these areas in movement
direction processing. Another possible drawback of these studies
is that they did not try to disentangle movement direction from
the other parameters that systematically covary with it, such
as kinematics, EMG activity, or pattern of joint rotations. In
any case, a modulation of the BOLD signal with movement
direction alone cannot be viewed as evidence for a causal role in
coding this parameter, as proved by the discrepancy between,
for example, the lack of evidence for direction coding in PMd
(current study) and the results of these fMRI adaptation studies,
all showing consistently that this area contains directionally
tuned cell populations.
Surprisingly, a lot fewer studies have investigated the role of
cortical areas in coding movement amplitude. In monkeys, cells
coding for amplitude have been mainly reported in PMd, but
it has been repeatedly shown that most PMd cells encode both
direction and amplitude of reaching movements (Kurata, 1993),
in a sequential order, with movement direction being coded first,
then followed by amplitude (Fu et al., 1995). The scarcity (around
2–4%) of cells coding only for movement amplitude in PMd has
been confirmed by the group of Kalaska, supporting the view
that most PMd cells in monkeys have an activity serially related
to both direction and amplitude, during the performance of an
instructed-delay reaching task (Messier and Kalaska, 2000).More
recently, it has been shown in the monkey that the activity of
most cells in V6A is also modulated by both depth and direction
during reaching (Hadjidimitrakis et al., 2014), in contrast with
the conclusion of the only study showing the existence of distinct
cell populations coding the distance, azimuth and elevation in
area 5 in monkey PPC (Lacquaniti et al., 1995).
Likewise, in humans, only very few studies have directly
explored the coding of movement amplitude, possibly because
of the even larger number of movement parameters that covary
with amplitude (Messier and Kalaska, 2000). Recently, Fabbri
and collaborators investigated the sensitivity to movement
amplitude in those parietal and frontal regions already known
to be tuned to movement direction (Fabbri et al., 2012). This
study demonstrated that all PPC areas directionally tuned for
direction (IPL, aIPS, pIPS and SPOC) are also sensitive to
movement amplitude, suggesting they contain cell populations
tuned to specific combinations of direction and amplitude. In
addition these authors reported that the frontal areas, including
PMd, PMv and SMA, show a partial transfer of adaptation
to movement direction from the large to the small movement
amplitude, but not the opposite, suggesting that, although this
result remains puzzling, the amplitude is somehow processed by
frontal areas, but in a different way than in the PPC areas (Fabbri
et al., 2012).
The present study fails to find any evidence that mIPS
is causally involved in amplitude coding, although of course
we cannot exclude that another parietal area belonging to the
‘‘reaching’’ cortical circuit (Vesia and Crawford, 2012) codes
movement amplitude. This finding corroborates the conclusion
of our earlier TMS study showing no evidence for amplitude
coding in mIPS (Davare et al., 2012). However, because this
earlier conclusion was based on indirect evidence gathered
by analyzing velocity and acceleration peaks, it remained
questionable. To address this issue, in the current study, we tested
an additional open-loop condition in which the target was flashed
only for 200 ms, allowing us to prove that the distribution of
endpoint errors after mIPS TMS was compatible with errors in
coding direction, and not compatible with an error in movement
amplitude, in contrast to what we found for PMd TMS.
From a more theoretical perspective, the current study re-
opens the long-lasting debate about a separate coding for
amplitude and direction, a view mainly supported by behavioral
studies (Desmurget et al., 1998), but for which neural evidence
was still lacking, at least at the cortical level. At a behavioral
level, a series of findings concur in suggesting independence
of treatment for amplitude and direction: RT is decreased by
prior information about either the direction or the distance of
the target with respect to the hand (Rosenbaum, 1980; Bock
and Arnold, 1992; Desmurget et al., 2004); rotation and gain
learning occur at different paces and have different patterns of
generalization (Pine et al., 1996; Krakauer et al., 2000; Vindras
and Viviani, 2002); specification of movement amplitude and
direction follow different time courses (Favilla et al., 1989; Ghez
et al., 1997); variability and systematic biases of direction and
amplitude errors are independent (Gordon et al., 1994; Messier
and Kalaska, 1999; Vindras et al., 2005). The current TMS
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study demonstrates for the first time that such an independent
coding for direction and amplitude exists at the cortical level.
This finding echoes the results of previous studies that have
linked amplitude coding with the basal ganglia (BG) network
(Desmurget et al., 2003, 2004; Desmurget and Turner, 2008).
Indeed, BG activity is known to modulate neural response in
PMd (Grafton et al., 2006). It is thus tempting to speculate
that BG inputs mediate the influence of PMd on movement
amplitude (or any covariate of this parameter; e.g., velocity,
acceleration, force). This view is compatible with recent evidence
that the BG modulates movement performance according to
non-motor motivational factors (Mazzoni et al., 2007; Turner
and Desmurget, 2010; Baraduc et al., 2013). It is also interesting
to note that the BG network has been involved in coding
force amplitude during grasping movements, likely via BG
connections to the dorsolateral grasping circuit including AIP
and PMv (Wasson et al., 2010). This highlights that the BG
are a key node for coding the amplitude not only for reaching
movements via interactions with the dorsomedial circuit but also
for force scaling via interactions with the dorsolateral grasping
circuit (see Prodoehl et al., 2009 for review). In addition, to this
point, and in agreement with electrophysiological experiments
performed in monkeys (Fu et al., 1995; Messier and Kalaska,
2000; Hadjidimitrakis et al., 2014), our results also confirm that
the amplitude is processed later than the direction information
during reach movement preparation, suggesting that these two
parameters are processed, or at least implemented in a serial
order in the motor-related cortical areas. We can speculate
that a serial encoding of direction and amplitude is likely to
reflect a motor control strategy leading to smoother movement
generation. First selecting a specific agonist muscle group (to
reach a particular direction in space) before determining the
exact amount ofmuscle activity required to reach a given distance
seems a more cost-saving strategy. Interestingly, the current
study also suggests that the processing of motor intention signals
evolves along the parieto-frontal circuit: whereas the left or
right mIPS only encodes preparatory signals for movements
directed towards targets located in the contralateral hemifield,
the coding in PMd appears more closely linked to the effector
i.e., the contralateral hand, irrespective of the target location.
Nevertheless, an additional study in which the left and right
hands are systematically tested will be necessary to substantiate
this conclusion.
To summarize, the present study provides, for the first
time, evidence for a double-dissociation between direction
and amplitude coding of reaching movements within the
dorsomedial reaching circuit in humans. It is noteworthy that
another candidate area for playing a causal role in encoding
amplitude within the human dorsomedial circuit could be
the human homolog of V6A (Pitzalis et al., 2013). Since
Ciavarro et al. (2013) have found endpoint amplitude errors
in reaching movements when TMS was applied over that area.
Interestingly this effect seemed related more to a disruption
of the visuospatial target representation rather than to the
motor representation of target amplitude such as following
PMd TMS. Further studies are required to substantiate the
existence of a visuomotor gradient of amplitude encoding
in parieto-frontal networks. Additional TMS experiments are
also needed to investigate the possible interactions between
the dorsomedial reaching and dorsolateral grasping circuits
because, so far, these two components of prehension movements
remain frequently investigated by using separate experimental
paradigms.
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